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PREAMBLE
The Board of Education of the West Babylon Union Free School District and the West
Babylon Non-Teaching Unit of the Civil Service Employees Assoc., Inc. (C.S.E.A.), Local
1000, AFSC:ME, AFL-CIO recognizes that they have a common responsibility beyond
their collective bargaining relationship.
The Board of Education and the C.S.E.A are ever mindful of their responsibilities to the
citizens of our community. Our first obligation is to the welfare of our students. We
mutually agree that we must continually strive for improvement of the quality of
educational services we provide and nothing shall deter us ITom the achievement of this
objective. Attainment of slUchobjective is, in essence, the purpose for which we enter into
this Agreement.
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ARTICLE n
NEGOTIATIONSANDGENERALPROVISIONS
The Association agrees that it will submit its proposals for negotiations no later than
ninety (90) days prior to the budget submission date of the Board if it intends to modify
the present agreement.
The Association agrees that it will negotiate separately with the Board for the groups in
the units listed below. However, there will be no agreement unless complete agreement.
a. Full-Time Cafeteria
b. Part-Time Cafeteria
c. Clerical
d. Custodial.
e. Head Mechanic, Mechanics and Head Bus Drivers
f Bus Drivers/Bus Monitors
The President of the West Babylon C.S.E.A. will be allowed four (4) hours per month
during "slack" time to conduct C.S.E.A. business.
A Safety Committee composed of representatives of each designated C.S.E.A. unit shall
meet early in the contract year with the express purpose of making recommendations
relative to safe working conditions.
All existing fringe benefits to remain in effect.
Grievances:
Grievances raised under the District's Grievance Procedure shall first be raised with the
employee's supervisor. If the employee is dissatisfied with the response of the supervisor,
the grievance may then be raised with the Superintendent of Schools or hislher designee.
If the employee is dissatisfied with the response of the Superintendent or his/her designee,
and the Association concurs, the grievance may then be raised with the Board of
Education. A termination shall be considered a "conflict or dispute" within the meaning of
the District's Grievance Procedure.
Grievance Procedure:
Step 1. Grievances raised under the District's grievance procedure shall first be raised, in
writi.ng, with the employee's immediate supervisor within ten (10) working days of any
alleged grievable incident. The supervisor shall respond, in writing, within five (5)
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working days of the receipt of the grievance.
Step 2. If the employee is dissatisfied with the response of the supervisor, the grievance
may then be raised, in writing, with the Superintendent of Schools within five (5) working
days of the receipt of the supervisor's response. The Superintendent of Schools shall
respond, in writing, within five (5) working days of the receipt of the grievance.
Step 3. If the employee is dissatisfied with the response of the Superintendent of Schools,
the grievance may then be raised with the Board of Education, in writing, within five (5)
working days of receipt of the Superintendent's decision. Within fifteen (15) working days
of the receipt of the grievance, the Board of Education shall make a decision. The decision
shall be final and binding.
2.7
The Board of Education will provide protection of non-teaching personnel by
reimbursement of cost of replacing or repairing dentures, eye glasses and similar physical
aids not covered by Workers' Compensation, destroyed or lost as the result of an injury
sustained in the course of his/her employment.
The Board of Education will provide reimbursement for repair or value, whichever is less,
of clothing and personal effects damaged or destroyed during the course of: and incidental
to, employment, provided loss is not caused by negligence of the claimant.
2.8 Death in the Immediate Family:
Each full-time employee is entitled to up to five (5) days of absence for each death in
his/her immediate family occurring during the school year. For purposes hereo£:
immediate family shall include an employee's parent, spouse, child, grandparents,
grandchild, brother, sister, or any "immediate" family in-law. It shall also include a person
residing in the same household as the employee and who served in loco. parentis for the
employee or for whom the employee served in loco parentis.
Each full-time employee shall be entitled to up to two (2) days absence for each death of
an aunt, uncle, cousin, niece or nephew occurring during the school year.
2.9
In the event of the death of a full-time employee, his/her estate shall be paid all accruals of
personal, vacation and sick days accumulated to the date of the employee's death. The
payment of accrued sick leave shall be made in accordance with the then applicable rate of
payment for unused sick leave at retirement.
2.10 Jury Duty:
All full-time unit members shall be paid for jury duty. It is expressly understood by the
CSEA that any unit member so serving shall reimburse the District the amount recorded as
jury ..fee within ten (10) days from receipt of such jury fee. Failure to reimburse the
District shall result in the docking of the pay which was paid to the unit member for the
4
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jury service.
Sick Leave:
Sick leave for all full-time employees shall include absences due to personal illness or
absence due to illness within the employee's immediate family requiring the employee's
presence. An employee shall be required to present a doctor's certificate after three (3)
consecutive days of absence due to illness.. In addition, a doctor's certificate may be
required for absences that indicate a pattern. The District's assessment that a pattern
exists shall be made by considering factors such as the ftequency of utilization of such
days around holidays, recesses, vacation periods or particular days in the week. The
District's assessment shall not be arbitrary or capricious.
Employees currently receiving compensation for accumulated sick leave up to 100 days
shall receive compensation for days accumulated beyond 100 as follows:
Day 101-175: $25 per day
Day 176+: $35 per day
All employees shall give sixty(60)days 'advance notice of retirement in order to receive
payment for accumulated sick leave, except that such notification shall not be required
under circumstances where severe medical issues preclude the employee trom giving
advance notice. .
2.12 Disciplinary Notices
In all instances where a disciplinary notice is placed in an employee's personnel file, such
employee shall be provided with a copy of such notice.
2.13 Health Insurance
A. Each unit member covered under the District's health insurance plan will contribute the
annualsum of$435 for familycoverage and $200 for individualcoverage.
B.
C.
During the term of the contract, the cash equivalent of the aforesaid contribution will be
deducted trom the 26 paychecks.
During the term of the contract, the District shall have the right to change health insurance
carriers to a major insurer provided the benefit structure remains substantially equivalent
or superior and provided that said change has been the subject of consultation between the
parties. In the event that the Association believes the benefit structure of a new health
insurance carrier is not substantially equivalent to that provided under the Empire Core
Plan Plus Enhancements, the Association may file a demand for interest arbitration using
the services of Howard Edelman, Esq. In the case of the District seeking to self-insure, it
shall first acquire Association consent.
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Unit members covered by another health insurance plan may opt out of the District's
health plan in exchange for a lump sum payment of $2,000 for those who opt out of family
coverage, if notice is given of the intention to do so on or before November 1 to be
effective January 1, which shall be payable by separate check on or about June 30 of the
following year for unit members who do not request reinstatement and are not reinstated
to the District's plans, either individual or family coverage, for that full calendar year. If an
employee accepts buyout funds, the employee is ineligible in that year for employee.
coverage.
1. Payments for waiver of individual coverage will be pro-rated based upon
the $2,000 buy-out.
2. The parties agree that during the term of the contract they will meet to
review the efficacy of the buy-out program both with respect to its success
vis-a-vis the amount of the buy-out and with respect to the appropriate pro-ration
for those unit members who contribute to health insurance. These discussions can
be initiated by either the District or the union and shall be to explore alternatives
and/or modifications.
3. Notwithstanding the above provisions respecting the ineligibility of a
participant in the "buyout" program, an employee who obtains hislher health
coverage from hislher spouse may request reinstatement in the event of death or
divorce by the employee's spouse. In such event, re-enrollment shall become
effective as provided for in the Rules and Regulations of the New York State
Government Employees Health Insurance Program. The employee requesting
re-enrollment shall be paid only a pro-rata share of the buy-out sum based upon
that portion of the year the District was not required to make premium
contributions.
E. Unit members currently not qualifying for health insurance coverage will be permitted to
participate in the District's health insurance plan at their own cost, subject to the
provisions of the Rules and Regulations of the New York State Government Employees
Health Insurance Progr8JD.
F. All unit members are required to make an election to join, or not to join, the District's
Flexible Benefits Plan, and are required to complete and execute all forms necessary to
accomplish that purpose.
2.14
The Board of Education will assume 100% of the cost ofC.S.E.A. Dental Plan providing
full family coverage, NO deductible.
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The Board of Education will provide Life Insurance in the amount of $10;000 to each
eligible employee at no cost to the employee. In addition, 'each eligible employee will have
the option of buying an additional $10,000 at his/her own expense.
The Board of Education shall provide the Improved Career Retirement Plan for employees
as provided under Section 75-i, of the Laws pertaining to the New York State Employees'
Retirement System.
No material derogatory of an employee's conduct, service or character may be placed in
hislher personnel file unless the employee has been given an opportunity to examine it.
Employee must sign or initial all such material placed in the file to signify he/she has
examined it, and shall have the right to place a written response to, or explanation of: such
material into the file.
Any change in policy covered by this agreement pertaining to full-time non-teaching
personnel is to be discussed with the C.S.E.A. representative before adoption by the
Board of Education.
PaYroll deductions shall be sent to the Teachers Federal Credit Union on a bi-weeldy basis.:.
The policy of the Board of Education concerning Workers' Compensation (7 :31:C of the
Board of Education's General Policy Code) shall read as follows: "The duration of time
that this will continue will be determined on the following basis:
a. Full-time Cafeteria. Mechanics. Head Mechanic. Head Bus Driver. Full-time Bus
Drivers. and Full-time Monitors
Two (2) weeks for each year of employment, up to a maximum of ten (10) years~
thereafter, the only benefits that an employee will receive will be the compensation check" .
b. Full-time Clerical
Three (3) weeks for each year of employment, up to a maximum of ten (10) years~
thereafter, the only benefits that an employee will receive will be the compensation check" .
c. Full-time Custodial
Four (4) weeks for each year of employment, up to a maximum of ten (10) years~
thereafter, the only benefits that an employee will receive will be the compensation check" .
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ARTICLE ill
FULL-TIME CAFETERIA PERSONNEL
The provisions of Article ill apply only to the full-time cafeteria personnel.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
The wage schedules for full-time cafeteria personnel are shown in Appendix A.
Full-time cafeteria personnel are entitled to one (1) day of sick leave for every month of
employment, up to a maximum often (10) days per year. When a person has accumulated
25 unused days by June 30th, he/she shall be put into the unlimited sick leave category. It
is understood that unlimited sick leave shall not exceed 180 school days trom the day of
first absence for each illness. At the expiration of 180 school days, the Board of
Education will review the individual case.
Effective July 1, 1996, employees on payroll who are not already in the unlimited sick
leave category will have until June 30, 1998 to accumulate 25 unused sick days. If such
employees fail to accumulate the requisite 25 days by June 30, 1998, they can only qualify
for unlimited sick leave category by accumulating and maintaining 25 sick days by June 30
of each school year thereafter.
Effective July 1, 1996, new hires must accumulate and maintain 35 unused sick days by
June 30 of each school year in order to qualify for unlimited sick leave category.
Cooks -Jr.lSr. High and Elementary, shall be allowed two (2) days of absence per year for
personal reasons cumulative to a maximum of three (3) days. Such absences are not to be
charged against sick time. Administration has had and shall continue to have the right to
approve any personal days. Personal days cannot be linked to school holidays without the
permission of the Superintendent.
Unused soo,,' days to be paid on the same basis provided for the teaching personnel.
3.5
No employee shall be ordered to use or operate any equipment that is in any way
defective.
3.6
Any full-time cafeteria employee being dismissed has the right to a hearing with
representation before the Board of Education as outlined in the current grievance
procedure.
8
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3.7
Employees will receive annually a $225 clothing allowance at the time of submission of
paid receipts for the purchase of clothing at a vendor or vendors to be designated by the
District nom a list including, but not limited to, four vendors recommended by the
Association.
3.8
There will be one (1) C.S.E.A. representative for full-time cafeteria personnel. This
representative will be allowed up to two (2) hours per month at non-peak periods to take
care of grievances arising under this agreement. The representatives will inform hislher
supervisor when it is necessary for him/her to use such time.
3.9
In the event of abolition of a nqn-competitive position or positions, necessitating lay-off's
of employees, such lay-oirs shall be in the title of the position abolished and shall be in
order of inverse seniority in the said title.
3.10 ........
Full-time cafeteria employees shall be compensated for training programs taken at other
. than normal working hours.
3.11
Full-time cafeteria workers will be paid for the following holidays:
Rosh Hashanah (when it falls on a school day)
Yom Kippur (when it falls on a school day)
Columbus Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following Friday
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Lincoln's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Washington's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Good Friday
Memorial Day
ARTICLE IV
PART-TIME CAFETERIA PERSONNEL
The provisions of Article IV apply only to the part-time cafeteria personnel.
4.1
The wage schedules for Food Service Helpers B and Food Service Helpers A are shown in
9
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Appendix A
The regular part-time schedule is a minimum of three (3) hours work per day. To receive
the minimum three (3) hours pay, an employee must be ready, willing and able to work the
three (3) hours.
If an employee reports for duty, on a regularly scheduled work day, on time, ready, willing
.and able to worI,c,but is informed his/her services are not needed, he/she shall be paid for
hislher regular work day.
Part-time personnel may elect to join the retirement system.
After one (1) year of service, part-time cafeteria personnel will receive pay for the number
of hours regularly worked for the following holidays if currently employed:
Thanksgiving
Christmas
New Year's Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
After two (2) years of service part-time cafeteria personnel will receive pay for the number
of hours regularly worked for the following holidays if currently employed:
Thanksgiving and the following Friday
Christmas Day + 2 days
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
4.6
When schools are closed because of snow on a regular school day, Food Service Helpers
will be paid as per their average work day. Effective July 1, 1997, Food Service Helpers
will be paid for up to two (2) unused snow days per year.
4.7
After six (6) months of continuous service, Food Service Helpers shall be allowed two (2)
days of absence per year for sickness, which may be accumulated to a total of six (6) days.
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After six (6) months of continuous service, Food Service Helpers shall be allowed two (2)
days of absence per year for personal reasons. This is not cumulative iTomyear to year.
Administration has had and shall continue to have the right to approve any personal days.
Personal days cannot be linked to school holidays without the permission of the
Superintendent.
Employees will receive annually a $150 clothing allowance in due course at the
submission of paid receipts for the purchase of clothing at a vendor or vendors to be
designated by the District from a list including, but not limited to, four vendors
recommended by the Association.
When a Food Service Helper "A" is required to take over a cook's duties, a 10%
differential will be paid to that person for the period of time he/she takes over the cook's
duties.
When a Food Service Helper "B" is required to take over the work performed by Food
Service Helper "A", a 10% differential will be paid to that person for the period of time
he/she takes over the duties performed by Helper "A". .
Food Service Helpers working as Cashiers will receive an additional $.50 per hour for
such service.
No employee shall be ordered to use or operate any equipment that is in any way
defective.
There will be one (1) C.S.E.A. representative for part-time cafeteria personnel.
This representative will be allowed up to two (2) hours per month at non-peak periods to
take care of grievances arising under this agreement. . The representative will inform
hislher supervisor when it is necessary for himlher to use such time.
Any change in policy covered by this agreement pertaining to part-time cafeteria personnel
will be discussed with C.S.E.A. before adoption by the Board of Education.
11
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In the event of abolition of a non-competitive position or positions, necessitating lay-offs
of employees, such lay-off's shall be in the title of the positions abolished and shan be in
order of inverse seniority in the said title.
Food Service Helpers may be compensated up to three (3) hours for Conference Day
Workshops.
12
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ARTICLE V
CLERICAL PERSONNEL
The provisions of Article V apply only to the full-time clerical personnel unless otherwise
expressly stated.
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
The wage schedules for full-time clerical personnel are shown in Appendix B.
Full-time clerical employees are entitled to one (1) day of sick leave for every one (1)
month of employment, up to a maximum of twelve (12) days per year. When a person has
accumulated 25 unused sick days by June 30th, he/she shall be put into the unlimited sick
leave category. It is understood that unlimited sick leave shall not exceed 180 school days
from the day of first absence for each illness. At the expiration of 180 school days, the
Board of Education will review the individual case.
Effective July 1, 1996, employees on payroll who are not already in the unlimited sick
leave category will have until June 30, 1998, to accumulate 25 unused sick days. If such
employees fail to accumulate the requisite 25 days by June 30, 1998, they can only qualify
for unlimited sick leave category by accumulating and maintaining 25 sick days by June 30
of each school year thereafter.
Effective July 1, 1996, new hires must accumulate and maintain 35 unused sick days by
June 30 of each school year in order to qualify for unlimited sick leave category .
The first t~'elve (12) days of sick time shall be calculated and adjusted in June (for'
12-month employees).
Clerical ~SOMei shall be allowed two (2) days of absence per year for personal reasons
cumulative 10 a maximum of three (3) days. Such absences are not to be charged against
sick time. Administration has had and shall continue to have the right to approve any
personal days. Personal days cannot be linked to school holidays without the permission
of the Superintendent.
When in the opinion of the Superintendent an emergency arises deeming it necessary to
close a school or schools for whatever purpose, the employees shall be sent home and paid
as per regular work day.
Unused snow days to be paid on the same basis provided for the teaching personnel for
full-time employees only.
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If a holiday falls during vacation, it shall be added to the employee's accumulated vacation.
Twelve month clerical personnel with ten (10) years continuous full-time seryice will
receive four (4) weeks vacation. All vacation requests must be submitted to the immediate
supervisor for consideration and approval. Seniority will be given consideration, but will
not be the sole detennining factor in the approval process.
Ten month clerical personnel shall receive 10/12 of the vacation schedule provided to
twelve (12) month employees, Le... after one (1) year of continuous service, eight (8) days
of vacation; after five (5) years of continuous service, thirteen (13) days vacation; and
after ten (10) years of continuous service, sixteen (16) days vacation.
Twelve-month employees may carry forward no more than a total often (10) accumulated
vacation days to the next year, and ten-month employees may carry forward no more than
a total of eight (8) accumulated vacation days to the next year. Vacation day accruals
earned by employees prior to July 1, 1990, shall not. be affected by this provision.
Pre scheduled vacation days canceled by the District for emergency work shall not be
included in the ten (10) and eight (8) day limits.
Vacation pay will be paid before departing on schedule vacation providing the payroll
office receives a minimum of two (2) weeks advance notice prior to the start of vacation.
Clerical personnel shall be granted a IS-minute coffee break In the a.m. and in the p.m.
Notice of any and all positions which open in any category of Clerical section shall be
posted in all main offices of each building in the District.
When promoted to a higher classification, the employee shall move to the next highest
step, plus one (1) additional step.
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All names and work locations of new employees shall be given to the C.S.E.A
Representative Section President no later than five (5) working days after employment
begins.
The summer hours of 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (exclusive of lunch) shall cover a period of
nine weeks to be determined by the Superintendent.
Time off during the Christmas recess will be shared equally. One-half the staff will be off
at one time.
There will be one C.S.E.A. representative for all clerical personnel. This representative
will be allowed no more than two (2) hours per month at non-peak periods to take care of
grievances arising under this agreement. The representative will inform hislher supervisor
when it is necessary for himlher to use such time.
All full-time clerical personnel shall be entitled to the following paid holidays:
July 4th
Labor Day
Rosh Hashanah (when it falls on a school day)
Yom Kippur (when it falls on a school day)
Columbus Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following Friday
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Lincoln's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Washington's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Full-time clerical personnel may request a leave of absence without pay of up to one year
which may be granted or not, in the sole discretion of the District and which decision shall
not be subject to the District's Grievance Procedure. Should a request for a leave of
absence be made, the employee will be notified of the Board of Education's decision
within thirty (30) days whenever possible and in accordance with the Board of Education's
scheduled calendar.
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ARTICLE VI
FULL- TIME CUSTODIAL PERSONNEL
The provisions of Article VI apply only to the full-time custodial personnel including all
maintenance mechanics.
6.1
The wage schedule for full-time custodial personnel is shown in AppendiX C.
6.2
The work week shall be forty (40) hours per week, Monday through Friday, with the
exception of those employees working 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. and 12:00 midnight to 8:00
a.m.
6.3
A ten percent (10%) differential shall be granted to an employee who is assigned to take
over a position of higher status beginning after the third day. Full-time custodial personnel
shall receive payment at the rate of time and one-half for two hours if they are required to
,
respond to an emergencycall-in.
6.4
All full-time custodial personnel are entitled to one (1) day of sick leave for every one (1)
month of employment, up to a maximum of twelve (12) days per year. When a person has
accumulated 25 unused sick days by June 30th, he/she shall be put into the unlimited sick
leave category. It is understood that unlimited sick leave shall not exceed 180 days from
the day of the first absence for each illness. At the expiration of 180 school days, the
Board of Education will review the individual case. Sick leave information for individuals
shall be made available upon request through the individual's immediate supervisor.
Effective July 1, 1996, employees on paYroll who are not already in the unlimited sick
leave category will have until June 30, 1998 to accumulate 25 unused sick days. If such
employees fail to accumulate the requisite 25 days by June 30, 1998, they can only qualify
for unlimited sick leave category by accumulating and maintaining 25 sick days by June 30
of each school year thereafter.
Effective July 1, 1996, new hires must accumulate and maintain 35 unused sick days by
June 30 of each school year in order to qualify for unlimited sick leave category.
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6.5
Full-time custodial personnel shall be allowed two (2) days of absence per year for
personal reasons, with no explanation necessary, cumulative to a maximum of three (3)
days. Such absences are not to be charged against sick time. Administration has had and
shall continue to have the right to approve any personal days. Personal days cannot be
linked to school holidays without the permission of the Superintendent.
6.6
Custodial personnel with ten (10) years continuous full-time service will receive four (4)
weeks vacation. Administration has had and shall continue to have the right to approve
any vacation schedules.
6.7
Employees may carry forward no more than a total often (10) accumulated vacation days
to the. next year. Vacation day accruals earned by twelve-month employees prior to July
1, 1990, shall not be affected by this provision. Prescheduled vacation days canceled by
the District for emergency work shall not be included in the ten (10) .day limit.
6.8
Vacation pay will be paid before departing on scheduled vacation, providing the payroll
office receives a minimum of two (2) weeks advance notice prior to the start of vacation.
6.9
If a holiday recognized in the contract falls on a Saturday, it becomes a floating holiday.
Employees shall have the right to take the holiday during Christmas or Easter Recess or
when school is not in session.
6.10
Full-time custodial personnel shall be entitled to the following paid holidays:
July 4th (12-month employees only)
Labor Day
Rosh Hashanah (when it falls on a school day)
Yom Kippur (when it falls on a school day)
Columbus Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following Friday
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Lincoln's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Washington's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Good Friday
Memorial Day
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6.12
6.13
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6.17
Unused snow days to be paid on the same basis provided in the teaching personnel for
full-time employees. Full-time custodial personnel who are required to work during the
custodian's nonnal work shift on snow removal on days when school is closed shall be
compensated at straight time for such work, in addition to their regular day's pay. Snow
removal work done before or after the normal shift shall be paid at the rate of time and
one-half. Employees not required to so work shall receive their regular day's pay at
straight time.
The Thursday preceding a regular Friday pay day shall be the day the night personnel will
be paid.
Full-time custodial staff will be allowed to make building and shift requests during the
month of June only. Seniority prevails within a work classification for selection of
building and shift.
Seniority will prevail in case of lay-off with the District. In the event of abolition of a
non-competitive position or positions necessitating lay-offs of employees, such lay-offs
shall be in the title of the positions abolished and shall be in order of inverse seniority in
said title.
6.15
Over-time will be rotated. Over-time per building will be given on a rotation basis from a
designated building list which will be posted in each building.
The District will supply two (2) sets of foul weather gear for each elementary school
building and four (4) sets tor junior and senior high school.
The District shall supply three (3) sets of uniforms for full-time custodial personnel - one
summer, two winter. In addition the District shall select and supply five (5) tee-shirts to
full-time custodial personnel in the summer. The District will supply one (1) winter jacket
to all employees with the title of maintenance mechanic I, II, ill, IV and V.
6.18
There will.be one C.S.E.A. representative for all custodial personnel. This representative
will be allowed no more than two (2) hours per month at non-peak periods to take care of
grievances arising under this agreement. The representative will inform hislher supervisor
when it is necessary for himlher to use such time.
.
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6.19
6.20
6.21
6.22
6.23
In the interest of safety, there will be two custodians in each building during the hours
when no other personnel are in the building. There will be only one (1) custodian in the
building provided another adult is in the building as an agreement to reduce overtime
hours.
Upon approval by the Plant Facilities Administrator and the Superintendent of Schools,
custodial personnel shall receive reimbursement for tuition for courses applicable to their
work in the school district.
. .
Upon the resignation or retirement of any full-time custodial personnel, a futI-time
replacement will be hired if the duties of the vacated job are continuing.
The night supervisor in the High School and the Junior High School shall receive a $1,250
differential.
Full-time custodial personnel may request a leave of absence without pay of up to one
year which may be granted, or not, in the sole discretion of the District, and which
decision shall not be subject to the District's Grievance Procedure. Should a request for a
leave of absence be made, the employee will be notified of the Board of Education's
decision within thirty (30) days whenever possible and in accordance with the Board of
Education's scheduled calendar.
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ARTICLEvn
HEAD MECHANIC, l\1ECHANICS AND HEAD BUS DRIVER
The provisions of Article VII apply only to the Head Mechanic, Mechanics, and Head Bus Driver
except that Articles 7.2, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.17, 7.19, 7.20 shall not apply to the Head Bus Driver.
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
The wage schedule for Head Mechanic, Mechanics and Head Bus Driver is shown in
Appendix D.
A ten percent (10%) differential shall be granted to an employee who is assigned to take
over a position of higher status beginning after the third day.
The work week shall be Monday through Friday, forty (40) hours.
Employee shan be granted a IS-minute coffee break in the a.m. and in the p.m.
Employee shall be granted ten minutes (10) wash up time before lunch and quitting time.
No employee shall have his/her regular work shift changed without reasonable prior
notification.
7.7
After the head mechanic shift has been determined, shift preferences at the beginning of
the school year shall be on a seniority basis. Mechanics who do not take all assigned
ovenime work without appropriate excuse will lose equal time privileges.
7.8
The head mechanic and mechanic shall not be required to drive a school bus during the
regular shift except in the case of an extreme emergency, as determined by the
Transportation Supervisor.
.
7.9
The head mechanic and all mechanics must have Class 2 driver's licenses and maintain.
NYS 19-A certifications at all times.
7.10
Full-time transportation personnel are entitled to one (1) day of sick leave for every one
(1) -month of employment, up to a maximum of twelve (12) days per year. When a person
has accumulated 2S unused sick days by June 30th, he/she shall be put into the unlimited
20
sick leave category. It is understood that unlimited sick leave shall not exceed 180 school
days from the day of the first absence for each illness. At the expiration of 180 school
days, the Board of Education will review the individual case.
Sick leave infonnation for individuals shall be made available upon request through the
individual's immediate supervisor.
Effective July 1, 1996, employees on payroll who are not already in the unlimited sick
leave category will have until June 30, 1998, to accumulate 25 unused'sick days. If such
employees fail to accumulate the requisite 25 days by June 30, 1998, they can only qualify
for unlimitedsick leave category by accumulating,and maintaining25 sick daysby June 30
of each school year thereafter.
Effective July 1, 1996, new hires must accumulate and maintain 35 unused sick days by
June 30 of each school year in order to qualify for unlimited sick leave category .
7.11
The head mechanic and mechanics shall be allowed two (2) days of absence per year for
personal reasons, with no explanation necessary, cumulative to a maximum of three (3)
days. Such absences are not to be charged against sick time. Administration has had and
.
shall continue to have the right to approve any personal days. Personal days cannot be
linked to school holidays without the pennission of the Superintendent.
7.12
Unused snow days to be paid on the same basis provided for the teaching personnel for
ful1-timeemployees. '
7.13
Mechanic personnel with ten (10) years continuous full-time service will receive four (4)
weeks vacation.
7.14
Mechanic personnel may carry forward no more than a total of ten (10) accumulated
vacation days to the next year. Vacation days accruals earned by employees prior to July
1, 1990, shall not be affected by this provision. Pre scheduled vacation days canceled by
the District for emergency work shall not be included in the ten (10) day limit.
Administration has had and shall continue to have the right to approve any vacation
schedules. In the event of a vacation schedule conflict, the Transportation Supervisor
shall approve schedules on a seniority basis.
7.15
Vacation pay will be paid before departing on scheduled vacation providing the paYroll
office receives a minimum of two (2) weeks advance notice prior to the start of vacation.
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7.16
Mechanics and Head Bus Driver shall be entitled to the following paid holidays:
July 4th (12-month employees only)
Labor Day
Rosh Hashanah (when it falls on a school day)
Yom Kippur (when it falls on a school day)
Columbus Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following Friday
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Lincoln's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Washington's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Good Friday
Memorial Day
7.17
Each employee shall receive four (4) uniforms per year. If a uniform is damaged beyond
repair, it will be replaced by the employer. The employer shall pay for the cleaning of these
uniforms. The employer shall provide foul weather gear for outdoor weather. The
employer shall also provide unit members with a $125 shoe allowance to be used by the
unit member for the purchase of an appropriate work boot which must be worn by the unit
member.
7.18
Lay-offs or rehiring will be done on a seniority basis within the department.
7.19
There shall be a mechanic on duty whenever seven (7) or more buses are in service.
Whenever vehicles are being maintained or repaired by a mechanic, there shall be one
other School District employee on duty.
7.20
Mechanics shall receive double time if required to work on a holiday, or if required to
work on a Sunday after having worked the preceding Saturday at over-time rates.
7.21
There will be one C.S.E.A. representative for all Head Mechanics, Mechanics and Head
Bus Driver. This representative will be allowed no more than one (1) hour per month at
non-peak periods to take care of grievances arising under this agreement. The
.
representative will infonn hislher supervisors when it is necessary for himlher to use such
time.
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7.22
7.23
7.24
In the event of abolition of a non-competitive position or positions, necessitating lay-oirs
of employees, such lay-oirs shall be in the title of the positions abolished and shall be in
order of inverse seniority in the said title.
Head Mechanics, Mechanics, and Head Bus Driver may request a leave of absence
without pay of up to one year which may be granted, or not, in the sole discretion of the
District, and which decision shall not be subject to the District's Grievance Procedure.
Should a request for a leave of absence be made, the employee will be notified of the
Board of Education's decision within thirty (30) days whenever possible and in
accordance with the Board of Education's scheduled calendar.
All names of new employees will be given to the C.S.E.A. representative Section President
no later than five (5) working days after employment begins.
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ARTICLE vm
BUSDRIVERSIBUSMONITORS
The provisions of Article vm apply only to bus drivers, and to monitors only where indicated.
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
The wage schedules for bus drivers and monitors are shown in Appendix D.
A bus driver is guaranteed a two and a half (2~) hour shift, morning or afternoon,
providing he/she is ready, willing and able to work the assigned hours. This guarantee
does not include the mid-day shift which may be one and a half (1~) hours and on this
shift, bus drivers are paid for time worked.
(a) If a driver fails to work part or all of his/her regularly scheduled work shifts, the driver
shall not be paid for the shift, or part thereof: not worked.
(b) The supervisor or head bus driver shall have the right to assign all regularly scheduled
and/or trip work that can be accomplished by the driver within the time covered by each
particular shift.
(c) The supervisor's judgment shall determine the exact times covered by each run on
each shift. It is each driver's obligation to be available for the entirety of each shift for
which he/she is being paid. Refusal of work assigned that may be wholly or partly
performed within a particular shift will result in loss of pay for shift time not worked.
In the event in inclement weather conditions, mechanical breakdowns, disciplinary
problems on the bus, requiring the employee to work beyond hislher regular hours plus
fifteen minutes, he/she shall be paid for the extra time.
Bus drivers may elect to join the retirement system.
8.5
After one (1) year of service, a part-time driver or monitor will receive pay for the number
of hours regularly worked for the following holidays, if currently employed:
Thanksgiving
Christmas
New Year's Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
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8.5a
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9
8.10
FuU-Time Bus Drivers and monitors are entitled to the following paid holidays
Rosh Hashanah (when it falls on a school day)
Yom Kippur (when it falls on a school day)
Columbus Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day and the following Friday
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day
New Year's Eve and New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Washington's Birthday (falls during winter recess)
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Pay checks will be available at the end of the a.m. shift on the Friday that is pay day.
Drivers who report to work more than one-half (~) hour after the District closing has
been announced on the radio shall not be paid unless specifically asked to report by the
Supervisor.
Drivers' are to be paid for actual time of attendance at Conference Days and at Safety
Meetings.
Full time bus drivers are to be paid their normal work day, excluding trips (5, 5~, 6, 6~,
7, 7~, 8 hours) for holidays, sick days, personal days and unused snow days.
If an employee reports for trip duty on time, ready, willing and able to work, but is
informed his/her services are not needed, he/she shall be paid for three (3) hours or for the
time for which the trip was originally scheduled, whichever is less.
8.11
No employee shall be expected to drive any vehicle which is defective or in poor operating
condition. The determination of whether a bus is defective or in poor operating condition
shall be at the discretion of the Transportation Supervisor.
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8.12
8.13
8.14
8.15
8.16
As soon as the Transportation Supervisor can make it possible, drivers will "have one (1)
bus assigned to them for all day runs, trips, etc., except where, in the discretion of the
Supervisor, buses need to be rotated.
If a driver with more than five (5) years of service to the District fails hislher physical and
is, therefore, ineligible to operate a school bus, that employee shall be given consideration
for any non-teaching job opening for which he/she may be qualified.
Only bus drivers on the transportation paYroll are permitted to drive any Public Service
Commission vehicle (buses and carry-alls only), excluding driver training programs.
All bus runs are to be picked by drivers according to the seniority list during July or
August. Monitor runs shall be picked and approved by the Transportation Supervisor on
the basis of seniority at hislher discretion.
After the pick, and up to November 1 of each year, unassigned bus runs will be assigned
by the Transportation Supervisor.
After November 1, any unassigned bus runs will be open for bid on a seniority basis.
If a bus driver bids on a different run after November 1, and is awarded this different run,
that driver's original run will not be considered an unassigned bus run and will be assigned
by the Transportation Supervisor.
(a) Extra trips within Nassau and Suffolk Counties will be chosen on a rotation basis from
a seniority list.
(b) All other trips shall be posted and assigned by the Transportation Supervisor. The
Transportation Supervisor may, in hislher discretion assign these trips on a rotation basis
trom a seniority list.
8.17
All drivers will have the same opportunity to drive large or small buses on trips on the
basis of seniority.
8.18
When a driver is selected for an extra trip, he/she will be notified one (1) day in advance,
when possible.
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8.19
After six (6) months of continuous service, bus drivers and monitors under 25 hours shall
be allowed two (2) days of absence per year for sickness. This is not cumulative nom
year to year.
8.20
"25 hour" employees, including monitors, shall be entitled to the same benefits as "10
months" employees as follows:
(A) "25 hour" employees shall be allowed two (2) days of absence per year for
personal reasons, with no explanation necessary, cumulative to a maximum of three (3)
days. Such absences are not to be charged against sick time. Personal days cannot be
linked to school holidays without the permission of the Superintendent.
(B) "25 hour" employees are entitled to one (1) day of sick leave for every
month of emploYment, up to a maximum of ten (10) days per year. When a person has
accumulated 25 unused sick days by June 30th, he/she shall be put into the unlimited sick
leave category. It is understood that unlimited sick leave shall not exceed 180 school days
iTom the day of first absence for each such illness. At the expiration of 180 school days,
the Board of Education will review the individual case.
Sick leave information for individuals shall be made available upon request through the
individual's immediate supervisor.
Effective July 1, 1996, employees on payroll who are not already in the unlimited sick
leave category will have until June 30, 1998, to accumulate 25 unused sick days. If such
employees fail to accumulate the requisite 25 days by June 30, 1998, they can only qualify
for unlimited sick leave category by accumulating and maintaining 25 sick days by June 30
of each school year thereafter.
Effective July 1, 1996, new hires must accumulate and maintain 35 unused sick days by
June 30 of each school year in order to qualify for unlimited sick.leave category .
(C) Unused snow days to be paid on the same basis provided for the teaching
personnel for full-time employees, 25 hours or more per week only.
(D) A full-time bus driver or monitor may request up to three (3) months leave of
absence for personal reasons, without pay, with no loss of seniority. Should a request for a leave
of absence be made, the employee will be notified of the Superintendent's decision within thirty
(30) days whenever possible. Such leave may be granted at the discretion of the Superintendent
of Schools. Personal leaves longer than three (3) months will result in the loss of seniority.
8.21
The. drivers' den shall be available on every second Tuesday of each month during the
school year at 9:30 a.m. for the meeting of the West Babylon School Transportation
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8.22
8.23
8.24
8.25
8.26
..
personnel. All members who are not scheduled to work may attend.
Space shall be provided for a bulletin board in the drivers' den for publication of the
:material by and pertinent to the school bus drivers, and all materials posted by the
,employees shall be in good taste.
All names of new employees will be given to the C.S.E.A. representative Section President
no later than five (5) working days after employmentbegins. .
In the event of abolition of a non-competitive position or positions necessitating lay-offs
of employees, including monitors, such lay-offs shall be in the title of the positions
abolished and shall be in order of inverse seniority in said title.
When a bus driver has been out due to illness, hislher run is guaranteed upon return to
work if it is in the same school year. Provided the employee returns within twelve (12)
months, the employee shall retain full seniority as long as the employee has been an active
driver at the time of illness.
There will be one CSEA representative for all Bus DriverslBus Monitors. This
representative will be allowed no more than one (1) hour per month at non-peak periods
to take care of grievances arising under this agreement. The representative will inform
hislher supervisors when it is necessary for him/her to use such time.
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ARTICLE IX
JOINT COMMITIEE
A joint committee consisting of three unit members and three members appointed by the
Superintendent of Schools shall study the concerns of the District respecting the high costs
associated with community use of facilities during the weekends and other times when school is
not open. The study committee will explore possible resolutions of the foregoing.
ARTICLE X
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES. THAT ANY PROVISION OF TInS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS.
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOrvrn EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
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ARTICLE XI
This agreement shall continue in effect for the 2001 -2004 school years.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands and seals this day of
November, 2001.
Board of Education, West
Babylon Union Free School
District, Town of Babylon
County of Suffolk, State
ofNev~ York
West Babylon Non-Teaching
Unit of the Civil Service
Employees' Association
BOARD OF EDUCATION C.S.E.A NON-TEACIllNG UNIT
By: By: tl~J~~~PresidentPresi
BY:~~~
Superintendent of Schools
By:
11704
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APPENDIX A -CAFETERIA PERSONNEL
.
":
COOKS-JRJSR.IDGH SCHOOLS (SC)
"
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04
1 17,073 17,585 18~112 18,656
2 18,083 18,626 19,184 19,760
3 . .'19,079 19,651 20,241 20,848
4 '
"
. 20,082
" 20,684 " 21,305 '21,944
5 21,088 21~720"
"
22,372 23,043 .
6 22,088 22,751 23,434 24,137
7 23,093 . 23,786 24,499 25,234
8 24,102 24,825 25,570 26,337
9 25,104 25,857 26,633 27,432
15 800 800 800 800
20 850 850 850 850 "..
.
". COOKS -ELEMENTARY SCIiOOLS (Eq
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 . 2002/03 2003/04
1 15,899
.16,376 16,868 17,374
2 ] 6,897 17,404 17,926 18,464
3 17,909 18~447- 19,000 19,570
'"
,4 . 18,920
",.". ~9,488'
'.' 20,072 : 20,674
5 19,922 20,520 21;135 21,769
6 20,925 21,553 22,199 22,865
7 21,930 22,587 23,265 23,963
8 22,935 23,623 . 24,332 25,062
9 23,933 24,651 25,391 26,153
15 800 800 800 800
..
20 850 850 ' 850 850
".
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. .
FO'OD SERVICE WORKERS'
HELPER B (FSWB)
"
.
STEP 2000/01 2001/02
. 2002/03 2003/04. .
. ...; ~.,..'.
1 8.72 .. 8..98,
-9~ 9.53.
,
2' ,. :.9.44 ' . ~9.13 .:. . '. 10.02 10.32.
"
.
'
,..,.....
. .
..
....' ..
'.
.. 3' 10.04 10.35 . . . 10,,66 10.98
4 10.32 10.63 10.95
'
11.28
5
.,
10.71 11.03 11.36 11.70
6 10.93 11.26 11.60 11.95 .
7 11.24 11.58 11.93 1229
8 11.58 11.93 12.29 12.66
15 0.35 0.35 '0.35 0.35
20 ,0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
HELPER A (FSW A)
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04
I 10.04. 10.35 10.66 10.98
2 10.71 11.03 11.36 11.70
3 10.93 11.26 . '11.60 11.95,
. . : 1"1.24
.....
4 11.58 . , 11.93 . 12.29
5 11.58 11.93 12.29 12.66
6 11.82 12.17 12.54 12.92
1 12.23 12.60 12.98 13.37. '
8 12.42 12.79 13.18 13.57
15 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
20 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
APPENDIX B -CLERICAL PERSONNEr~
. . CLERK TYPIST -10 MONTH~ (CTI0)
STEP 2000/01 1001/02 2002103 2003/041 18,929 19,497 20,082 20,684 .2' 19,.741 20,333 20,943 21,5713 20,560 21,177 21,812 22,4664 21,379 . 22,021 . 22,681 23,362. . 5 . '22 178 22,844
.23~529 24,235. ,
..6: 22,998 . 23,688 :~~,3 98 . 25,130t . ,. - ~.'. 7 23,816 '24,530 25,266 26,024
~.24,623 25,361 26,122 26,906 .9 25,44] 26,204 26~990 27,80010 26,254 27,041 27,852
. 28,68811
.27,062 27,874 28,710 29,57112 27,878 28,715 29,576 30,464
15 667 667 667 66720 708 108 708 708
Ace CLERK -STENO -SR CLERK TYP (SeT)
.
.
STEP 2000/01' 2001/02 2002/03 2003/041 26,614 27,412 28,235 29,0822 27,790 28,623 . 29,482 30,3663 28,962, . 29,831 30,725 31,64 74 30,134 31,038
. 31,969
.32,9285 '. 31,301 32,240. '.
'33,207 34,203
'6 32,471 ' 33,446 34,449 .35,4827 33,642 34,652 35,691 36,7628 34,826 35,870 36,946 38,0559 35,986 37,06(5 38,178 39,32310 37,165 38,280 39,428 40,61111 38,337 39,487 40,671 41,89112 39,502 40,687 41,908 43,165
15 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
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. j
PRINCIPAL ACcr CLERK (pAq
. .
'."
. .
", STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/041 38,337 39,487 40,671 41,8912 39,743 40,935 42,163
' 43,4283 41,205 42,441 . 43,714 45,0264 4~,726 44,008
' 45,328
, 46,6885, 44,307 45,636 47,005 , 48,4156 45,953 ;47,331 . 48,751 50,214~7, ,"
"
47:,663
.49,093 50,565
,52,082
'
, ,
. .:'" :. .,
.
'8 . 49~441 .50,925 . 52,452 54,0269 51',293 52,831 54,416 56,049. 10 53,216 54,813 56,457 . 58,15111 55,218 56,874 58,581
' 60,33812 57,299. . 59,01-8 . 60,789 62,612
IS 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
SENIOR STENO (SS)
.. STEP 200010 1- 2001/02. 2 002/03 2003/041 31,817 32,772 33,755 34,7682 33,189. 34,185 35,211 . 36,2673 34,545 35,582 36,649 37,7494 35,918 36,995 38,105 39,248
:
-
.
"
: .
. "...
. .
. .
"5 37,295 38,414 39,566 40,7536 38,659 39,819 . 41,014 42,2447 40,023 41,223 42,460 43,7348 41,392 42,634 43,913 45,2319 42,765
. 44,047 45,369 46,73010 44,125 45,449 46,813
.48,21711 45,491 46~856 48,262 49,71012 46,867 48,27~ 49~"21 51.,213
15- 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 .
.850
. I .
. . . .
r
: .
CLERK TYPIST -12 MONTHS (CTt2)
: . . .. ..
.
,
. .
,
.
,
.
"
. . .
. STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/041 22~714 23~395 24~097 24~820..2 23~687 24,398 25,129 . ,25~8833
~4,669' 25~409 26,171 26,9564 25~653 26,423 27 ~216 28,032.5 26,614 ,27,412 28,235 29,082.~.
.':' 6 27,596 28,424 29,276 30~ 1S-51 . : .
. ~8;S76. 29,434 /30317 . 31,226
. ~~I.~,
. '.. 8 29,546 30,432
' 31~345 32,2859, 30,526 31,442 32,386 ,33,35710 31,503 32,448 33',422 34,42511 32,471 33,446 34,449
.35,48212 . 33,452 34,456 ,35,489 36,554
15 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
..'
'PERS.ONNEL ASSISTANT (PAl
STEP 2000/01
.
. 2001/02. 2002/03 2003/041 . . 35,136 36,190 37,276 . 38,3942 36,542 37,638 38,767 39,930
-'3 38,003 39,143 40,317 41,5274 39,522 40,708 41,929 43,187
.
.
5 41,103 42,337 . 43~607 44,9156 42,748 44,031 45,352 46,7127
'
44,458 45,792 47,166 48,5818 46,237 47,624 49,053 50,524 '9 48,086 49,528 51,014 52,54410 50,009 51,510 53,055 54,64711 52,009 53,570 55,177 56,83212 54,090 55,712 57,384 59,105
15 800 800 800 800'-.20 850 850850 850
. I, ., .
I .
, ,
PR1;NCIPAL CLERK (pq
. .
~.STEP 2000/() 1 2001/02
.'2002/03
'2003/04I 31,147 32,081 33,044 34,{)35.2 32,265 33,233 34,230 35,2573 33,428 . 34,431 35,464 36,5284
. 34,638 35,677 . 36~747 37,8505 35,896 36,973 38,082 39,225'6
. .
" 37,205
~8,321
. 39,470 40,6547.; ,38,566
:39,122
'.. 40914 '
,
. : 42 142 :. , ,
~..
:
41,180
. .
.
'. ;~ 8:= 39,980
'.' 42,415 43,687
"
9 41,452
'42,696 43,977 45,29610 42,983 44,273 45,601 46,969II 44,574 45,912 47,289 48,70812 46,23 I 47,618 49,046 50,517
15 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
.-. SENIOR ACCT CLERK (SAC)
. . . l;TEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04l' 31,581 32,528 33,504 34,5092' 32,755
' 33,738 . 34,750 35,7933 33,927 34,945, 3"5,994 37,O7~
. .
4 35,106
.36,159 37,244 38~361
.....
'
. .
'5' :36,278 37,366 38,487 39,642 .6 37,445 38,568 39,725 40;91 77 38,946 40,114 41,318 42,5578 39,803 40,997 42,227 43,4939 40,983 42,213 43,479 . 44,78410 42,]53 43~417 44,720 46,062]1 43,322 44,622 45,9.61 47,34012 44,527 45,863 47,239 48,656
15 ' 800 800 800 80020 850 850 . 850 850
. . I
.'.
. .
. I I .
.eo.
.. APPENDIX. C - Btm:..DINGS & GRO~S
CUSTODIANS (C)
STE~ 2000/01 2001/0~ 2002/03 2003/04. ..: r 27,453
~8,277
'
.29,125 29,999
.
-
~<2 29,458 30,342 31,252 32,190.:..... 3 ,i-
.31,467
.32,411
.33,383 :::.?:::: 34,385 .
.' :. ....
.. ..-
. '4 ~..
'.': 33~478 34,483 35,517 .'.... 36583,5 35,480 3~,544 37~640 38,7706 37,494 38,618 39,777 40,970 .7 38,503 39,658 40;848 42,073 .8 40,174 41,'379 42,621 43,899
15 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
.NIGHT CUSTODIANS (Nq:
STEP . 2000/0t 2001/0~
. 2002/03 2003/04I 29,512 30,397 31,309 32,2492 31,668 32,619 33,597 34,6053 33,827 34,842
. 35,887 36,9644 35,990 . 37,070 38,182
'39;327
I
:is,141 .....
41,67'8
5'"
': 39,286 . '. 40,4646 40,305 41,5 I 5 42,760
'44,0437 41,391 42,633 43,912 45,2298 43,186 44,482 45,816 47,191
15 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
. . , .
I
.- I . .
37.
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MAINTENANCE MECHANICS (MM).
,
STE~
"
-2000/01 . , , 2001/02
-'
2002/03 2003/04''..I, " '~29 337 30:11217
"
31,,124
. .' '32,057
. .
"
,
'
"
.
. ,,',
',2'
"31~347 " ...:: 32,287 33,256 34,2543 . ,33,356 34,356 35,387 36,4494 35,366 36,427
. 37,520 38,6455 37,375 38,496 39,651 40,8406 39,385 40,566 41,783 43,0377 41,394 42,635 43,,915 45,2328
'43,404 44,706 46,04 7 47,428
15 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850
' 850
SEN(OR MAINT.' :MEeK (8MM)
,
.
.
,
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04
'I 44~OO5 45,326 46,685 48,0862 45,839 , 47,214 48,631 50,090.'
,0. . .
"
,
.
3" ."',.47' 673 .:". .. ..
',49,,103 50,576 52,093
,
10 850 850 850 850: 20 1,150 1,150 1,150 1,150
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APPENDIX D -TRANSPORTATION PERSONNEL
.-
BEAD MECHANIC (HM)
'STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 200'3/04
1 , 39,185 40,360 41,571 42,818
2 40,861 42,087 ,43,349 44,650
3 42,537
' 4~,813 45,127 46,481 ,
4 44,208 45,534 46,900 48,307
5 45,887 47,263 48'~681 50,142
~6 47,561 '.48,,988 50,458 51,972"
7 49,234 SO,711 52,232 S3~799' '
8 5~,653 ' 55,263 56,920 58~628
15 , 800 800 800 800
20 850 850 850 850
HEAD BUS DRIVER (HBD)
STEP 200'0/01 200'1/02 2002/03 200'3/04 '
1 32,667' 33,~7 34,656 35,696
2 34,218 35,244 36,301 37,391
3' 35,774 36,847 37,952 39,091
'4 39,748 40,940 42,168 43,433
5 41,152 42,387 43,658 44,968
"
",15
'
800 800 800 800
20 850 ' . 850 850 850
BUS DRIVERS (BD)
STEP ,
"
2000'/01 200'1/02 20'0210'3 20'0'3/04
1 14.96 15.41 15.87 16.35
2 , 15.70 16.1 7 16.65 17.15
3 16.47 16.97 17.48, 18.00
, 4 . 18.37 . 18.93 19.49 20.08
,
15 800 800 800 800
20 850 850 850- 850
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MECHANICS (M)
. STEP 2000/01
'2001/02 2002/03 2003/04I
' 35,814 36,950 38,058 39 ~200"
" 2 '
. .
.37,639 38,768 . 39,931 41,129'(:":"3
~'39 419
" '.
:.. 40,601 . " 41~819 ,:' ':43,074
,
. ,
., ,
.. ,
. .
4 41,185 . 42,420 43,693 45,0045 42,967 44,256
.4515.84 46,9516 '44,74] 46,083 47,466 48,8907 46,5] 7 47,913 49~50 50,8308 48,289 49,738, 51,230 52,767
15 800 800 800 80020 850 ,850 850
~850
MECHANIcs AS'SISI'ANT (MA)
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/041 25,447 26,2 ~0 26,997
.27,8062. 26,464 27,258 28,075 28,9183 27,523 28,349 29,199 30,0754
.28,624
'.
29,483 30,367
'31,278-.r:.
'3-2,529
5 29,768 39,~1 31,5816 30,959 31,888 32,845 33,8307. 32,198 33,163 34,158 35,1838 33,486 34,490 35,525 36,591
15 800 800 800 80020 850
.850 850 850
:
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MECHANIC n (M2)
STEP 2000/01 2001/02 2002/0~ 2003/04
.'
~'1 ..30~660 \~1~580
' . 32~521
. 33,503
'.
,
...... 0
.. 10- .
. .
:
'2 '
'j2~051 .::33.013 '. ,34,003 . :':','" j 5 023
. .
.
'.. :
~3 33,471 34,475 35~509 36,575.4 34,904 35,951 37,030 38,1415 36,368 37,459 38,583 39,740.6 37,850 38,986 40,155 41,3'607 39,357 40,538 41,754 43,0078 40,888 42,114
'43,378 44,679
IS 800 . 800 800
'800.. 20 850 850 850 850
MONITORS{MN)
..sm 2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/041 12.27 12.64 13.02 13.41
..
-
.
4 +.35 +.35 +.35 +.35
IS 800 800 800 80020 850 850 850 850
.
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